TAKING SHAPE
The Works of Carlo Scarpa

Taubman College of Architecture + Urban Planning
University of Michigan

TRAVEL DATES
16 MAY - 16 JUNE *

INSTRUCTOR
Neal Robinson
rbneal@umich.edu

STUDENT ELIGIBILITY
Open to responsible students enrolled at UofM. Course preference will be given to TCAUP architectural students and those with art/art history and/or material fabrication interests. Required skills include an ability to appreciate craft, cultural nuance and the construction of skilled observation. Extensive walking and hiking will be a part of this course.

COURSE ITINERARY
*Tentative (course begin/end date subject to change +/- 5 days. To be discussed w accepted students)

MAY
16-22 Ann Arbor/ Material Preparation and scholastic orientation
Kindred Sites/Frank Lloyd Wright Houses
23 Depart Ann Arbor for Italy
24-27 Padua/Venice
28-29 Venice Biennale Opening Wekend

JUNE
30-1 Udine/Trieste- Brion Cemetery/Canova Gallery
2-4 Vicenza/Verona
6-8 Brescia/ Carrara/ Cinque Terre
9-13 Florence/Bologna/Fiesole
15-16 Rome /Course ends